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More US troops going to Iraq
560 being deployed to aid
retaking of Mosul from
Islamic State fighters
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT
NEW YORK TIMES

BAGHDAD — President Barack
Obama will send 560 more troops to
Iraq to help retake Mosul, the largest city still controlled by the Islamic
State, a deployment intended to capitalize on recent battlefield gains that
also illustrates the obstacles that

Obama has faced in trying to wind
down America’s wars.
The additional troops, announced
Monday by Defense Secretary Ash
Carter, are part of the latest escalation of the U.S. military role in Iraq
by Obama, who withdrew the last
U.S. soldiers from Iraq at the end of
2011.
He began sending them back three
years later after Islamic State fighters swept into the country from Syria.
Many of the newly deployed
troops will be based at an airfield

40 miles south of Mosul that was
reclaimed by Iraqi soldiers on Saturday. Administration officials said
the airfield would be critical to a
successful military operation because the United States could use it
as a staging area to provide logistical
support to Iraqi forces as they try to
retake Mosul.
The Iraqis have struggled with the
logistics of moving troops and equipment and these tasks will become
more difficult as their forces move
closer to Mosul, 250 miles from major supply hubs in Baghdad.

The deployment will bring the official number of U.S. service members
in Iraq to 4,647. The United States
had about 130,000 service members
in the country about a decade ago.
“We need to move to this place to
be as close to the fighting as we have
been,” said Lt. Gen. Sean B. MacFarland, the head of U.S. forces in Iraq,
speaking to reporters with Carter at
the Baghdad airport.
For Obama, sending more troops
raises the chances that he could fulTURN TO IRAQ » PAGE A2
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Free app released last week uses augmented reality
in game that has captivated smartphone owners across US

On the hunt for Pokémon

Local wine industry
says current exemptions
misleading consumers
By BILL SWINDELL
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

KENT PORTER / PRESS DEMOCRAT

Sisters Teresa Flores, 20, and Jaynette Flores, 14, play Pokémon Go on Monday at the corner of Old Redwood Highway and Airport Boulevard in
Santa Rosa. The game uses augmented reality, where a phone’s camera and GPS are used to display characters on a virtual map.
By CHRISTI WARREN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

I

t was just after 1 p.m. Monday at
Santa Rosa Plaza and Rocio Linares and Jessica Zabor were on the
hunt for invisible creatures. The two
were playing Pokémon Go, a smartphone game that’s swept the nation
since being released Wednesday.
The free app, which to date is only
legally available in the United States,
Australia and New Zealand, is already
close to surpassing Twitter in its
number of daily users, according to
SimilarWeb, a data analytics firm. By

Friday, just two days after its release,
the app was already being used an average of 43 minutes, 23 seconds a day
per download, SimilarWeb reported
— more than WhatsApp, Instagram,
Snapchat and Facebook Messenger.
The game is helping bring augmented reality into the public sphere — a
new technology that marries virtual
reality with actual reality. To do this,
the app accesses a phone’s camera
and GPS so when players have the
game open, Pokémon characters pop
up at random, fluttering in the sky
RICHARD VOGEL / ASSOCIATED PRESS
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At the behest of the local
wine industry, a new proposal
would toughen federal labeling
standards on a bottle of wine,
controlling more tightly wineries’ claims of vintage dates,
varietals and geographic region
where the grapes are grown.
Local vintners have complained that exemptions currently allowed by the federal
Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and
Trade Bureau are misleading
consumers and hurting the
reputation of their local wine
regions.
“This was our baby,” said Rex
Stults, who heads up government relations for the Napa Valley Vintners trade group. “We
are such passionate advocates
for the integrity of the Napa
name.”
The Brooklyn Winery, for
example, has made a name for
itself in the Big Apple by crafting boutique, small-batch wines
that appeal to affluent consumers around the New York metro
region.
It sources grapes from New
York state but also reaches beyond, even to Sonoma County,
trucking grapes in a refrigerated truck almost 3,000 miles
to make its wine. About 40 percent of its grapes come from the
West Coast. Its 2012 pinot noir
from the Carneros region sells
for $45 and, because of federal
rules, can only be sold within
New York.
The bottles are labeled as
coming from the “Los Carneros” region. The new proposal
could mean that the label wording would need to be changed,
given that the wine must be fully

Pokemon Go is displayed on a cellphone.
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Dallas police force a beacon of change
Chief praised nationwide for
rooting out bad cops, fixing
relationships in community
By EMILY SCHMALL
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Dallas Police Chief David Brown fields reporters’
questions Monday. Brown said crime, police shootings
and excessive force dropped during his tenure.
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DALLAS — When Micah Johnson
opened fire on Dallas police in an act
of vengeance against white officers,
he was attacking a department whose
chief has been lauded across the
country for taking bold steps to root
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out bad cops and repair relations with
minorities.
Police Chief David Brown, a black
man who pushed through the reforms
despite resistance from the rank-andfile, boasted at a news conference
Monday that crime, police shootings and excessive-force complaints
against the department have all
dropped dramatically on his watch.
“This is the best department in the
country, and I’m proud to be associated with the men and women of the
Dallas Police Department,” he said.

CAMERON RESIGNING: Britain’s leader will
step down Wednesday and Theresa May will
become its second female prime minister / A7

Johnson, a black Army veteran
who served in Afghanistan, killed five
officers in a sniper attack Thursday
that he portrayed as payback for the
fatal police shootings of black men
last week in Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
and near St. Paul, Minnesota. The attack ended with Johnson blown up by
a bomb delivered by a police robot.
No evidence has come to light to
suggest that the 25-year-old Johnson
had a grudge specifically against the
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